Independent Research Fellowship Interview Panels for the October 2014 Closing Date

Sift meetings will be held during March 2015 at Polaris House, Swindon

Panel A – 16th & 17th March 2015

Panel Secretary: Nicky Lewis
Chair: Professor Jonathan Bamber, University of Bristol
Dr Mike Branney University of Leicester
Dr Ray Burgess The University of Manchester
Dr Leon Clarke Manchester Metropolitan University
Dr Stephen Grimes Plymouth University
Dr Richard Harrison University of Cambridge
Dr Catherine Rychert University of Southampton

Panel B – 18th & 19th March 2015

Panel Secretary: Simon Howe
Chair: Professor Karen Heywood, University of East Anglia
Dr Mattias Green Bangor University
Dr Manoj Joshi University of East Anglia
Professor Nigel Mason Open University
Dr Andrew Rickard University of York
Dr Tim Woollings University of Oxford

Panel C – 19th & 20th March 2015

Panel Secretary: Daniel Knight
Chair: Professor Steve Banwart, University of Sheffield
Dr Joanna Dixon Plymouth Marine Laboratory
Dr Gary Fones University of Portsmouth
Dr George Heritage AECOM
Professor Joseph Holden University of Leeds
Dr Peter Kille Cardiff University
Dr Dave Spurgeon NERC Centre for Ecology and Hydrology

Panel Secretary: Matt Dobson

Chair: Professor Christopher Thomas, Aberystwyth University
Professor Jennifer Gill University of East Anglia
Professor Keith Hamer University of Leeds
Dr Andrew MacColl University of Nottingham
Dr David Pearce Northumbria University / NERC British Antarctic Survey
Professor Justin Travis University of Aberdeen
Professor Philip Wookey Heriot-Watt University

Panel E – 25th & 26th March 2015

Panel Secretary: Andy Lloyd

Chair: Professor Mike Richie, University of St Andrews
Professor Michael Brockhurst University of York
Professor Gary Carvalho Bangor University
Professor David Harper Durham University
Dr Paula Kover University of Bath
Dr Judith Mank University College London